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ABOUT US

INTRODUCTION

The Society of Chartered Surveyors Ireland (SCSI) is the

In recognition of the construction cost expertise and independence

independent professional body for Chartered Surveyors working

of the SCSI, the Society was asked by the Department of Housing,

and practising in Ireland. Working in partnership with the Royal

Local Government and Heritage (DHLGH) to provide construction

Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the pre-eminent

cost information for the Government’s Defective Concrete Blocks

chartered professional body for the property, land and construction

Grant Scheme. The SCSI agreed to produce an independent,

sectors around the world, the SCSI and RICS act in the public

standalone construction cost report for the demolition and

interest: setting and maintaining the highest standards of

rebuilding of homes affected by defective concrete blocks (option

competence and integrity among the profession; and, providing

1), and to propose a cost methodology for the partial remediation

impartial, authoritative advice on key issues for business, society

(options 2-5) as per the Terms of Reference appended to this

and governments.

report. This report has been drafted by SCSI volunteer members
including surveyors practising in the North West region with

The SCSI, in conjunction with RICS, awards the Chartered Surveyor

professional experience of homes impacted by defective concrete

professional qualification, which is the internationally recognised

blocks. The report is based on the parameters of the Defective

mark of excellence in the property, land and construction sectors.

Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme as announced on November 30,
2021. The SCSI has no role in setting the parameters of the scheme

With over 5,000 members, Chartered Surveyor professionals are

(e.g., which building regulations apply, exclusion of foundations,

typically employed in the property, land and construction markets

etc.) and has no role in the setting of the grant.

through private practice, in central and local Government, in State
agencies, in academic institutions, in business organisations, and in

The SCSI has received no payment for this work, which has been

non-governmental organisations.

undertaken in the public interest.

The SCSI would like to acknowledge the contribution of all
stakeholders that provided valuable information regarding the
costs and practical considerations for the rebuild and remediation
of homes affected by defective concrete blocks in the North West
region, including the Mica Action Group, the DHLGH, and local
authorities. The SCSI extends our thanks to the Chartered Quantity
Surveyor and Chartered Building Surveyor members who
contributed to this report for applying their expertise, and we
acknowledge the considerable efforts of the SCSI Defective
Concrete Block Working Group for their detailed analysis.
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APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

In agreeing to provide an independent report on the real cost of

it is the position of the SCSI that best practice is to build to current

remediation (full or partial) under the Government grant scheme, the

regulations or to exceed current regulations.

SCSI sought speciﬁc technical details regarding the items that should
be costed, for example speciﬁcation assumptions given under the

The regulatory changes since 2007, which impact on the cost of

terms of the announced grant scheme. Full demolish and rebuild

different construction elements of a project, include additional ﬁre

(remediation option 1) costs were calculated on a total loss situation;

safety regulations, energy efﬁciency requirements, and compliance

however, foundations are retained for the costing exercise. The pricing

with increased water connection speciﬁcations, all of which are

schedules used to gather construction cost information were issued to

detailed later in this Report. The construction materials priced are all

1

Chartered Quantity Surveyors based in the North West, with expertise

available in the Irish market at the time of this report.

within residential development. To ensure the most up-to-date and
relevant data, cost information was collected in February 2022 from
Chartered Quantity Surveyor members practising in Donegal, Mayo,
Galway, Sligo, Roscommon, Monaghan and Cavan. The construction

The SCSI Construction Cost Report as set out in the Terms of
Reference agreed by the DHLGH includes the costs for:

cost information returned to the SCSI was analysed by an expert

1. Demolition and reconstruction costs.

working group consisting of Chartered Building Surveyors and

2. Concrete path around the house.

Chartered Quantity Surveyors to produce the area basis in Table 3.

3. Disconnection and reconnection of utilities.
4. Making good to driveway and garden.

SCSI pricing schedules were designed and completed by Chartered

5. Professional fees.

Quantity Surveyors under the assumptions that the houses to be

6. VAT at 13.5% on building costs and 23% on professional fees.

rebuilt were brick/block, slate roofs, concrete ground ﬂoor, and timber
intermediate ﬂoor. The house speciﬁcation, as shown in Table 2,

Costs do NOT include:

includes for oil boiler heating and standard plumbing with radiators

1. New foundations.

and standard electrics. The issue of salvage, while raised in the context

2. A-rated/NZEB homes – see note above re relevant building

of the Terms of Reference, is not included within the pricing schedules
but in a separate section of this report for consideration.

standards.
3. Contents such as carpets, curtains, loose furniture, domestic
appliances, etc.

Site abnormalities can increase overall costs signiﬁcantly; however,
given that this is a rebuild on existing foundations, no additional cost

4. Outbuildings, garages, boundary walls, driveways (except as
relating to item 4 above), septic tanks, etc.

was anticipated under this heading. As stated in the Terms of Reference,
the Government has informed the SCSI that the Building Regulations
to be applied in the context of the speciﬁcation are from pre 2008 on
the basis that the scheme allows for ‘like-for-like’ replacement and
does not include for ‘betterment’. The SCSI produced this report within
the parameters of the current scheme; therefore, we have provided
construction costs for rebuilding homes at February 2022 material and
labour rates, but at pre-2008 Building Regulations.
While the parameters of the scheme are outside the scope of this
Report, and the issue of which regulations should apply is a matter
reserved for Government decision, as stated in the Terms of Reference,
1

4

All Chartered Quantity Surveyors that took part in this study are on the Statutory Register. Under the Building Control Act 2007, anyone using the protected
professional title ‘Building Surveyor’ or ‘Quantity Surveyor’ must be on the Building Surveyors or Quantity Surveyors Statutory Register, respectively. Those on the
Statutory Register have been assessed and conﬁrmed as having the recognised qualiﬁcations and experience (in accordance with the criteria in the Act). Failure to
be on the Statutory Register is an offence under the Building Control Act 2007, which could lead to prosecution.
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Remediation Option 1 (Demolition and rebuild)

This Report is informed by Chartered Quantity
Surveyors based in the North West of Ireland, the
DHLGH cost data and the MICA Action Group.

Single rural houses – Type 5 to 8
Houses within these categories are typically larger than average estatetype homes and are situated on their own grounds in more rural
locations. The houses are often constructed using concrete block
throughout. Allowances within the average rebuilding rates are made

The SCSI has a very speciﬁc role: to prepare a report on average

for one to three ﬂue-lined chimney stack(s) in each house type.

rebuilding rates. Due to the multiplicity of house designs, sizes, choice
of building materials, site typology/ground conditions, building ﬁnish

The rebuilding process and associated costs

quality and speciﬁcation, to name but a few, there can be signiﬁcant

Statutory and mandatory requirements and necessary consents

variances within construction costs. Therefore, the SCSI average

In addition to the requirements under the Defective Concrete Blocks

rebuilding rates are based upon approximate house sizes speciﬁed

Grant Scheme, the key necessary consents with regard to design and

within the Terms of Reference using non-complex house design plans

construction of homes are planning permission and building control.

sourced from Chartered Surveyors.

In addition to planning and building control consents, any materials
used need to comply with applicable construction products legislation.

House types
This report provides average rebuilding rates for each of the eight house

Planning permission

types speciﬁed within the Terms of Reference, four of which are estate-

The SCSI understands that in the case of Option 1 of the Defective

type homes and four are one-off homes typically located in more rural

Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme as announced in November 2021, the

locations on their own site.

Scheme intends to provide exempted development status for homes
that are currently planning compliant and being demolished and
replaced on a ‘like for like’ basis. Where an applicant does not rebuild

Table 1: House types within SCSI study
– REMEDIATION OPTION 1 –

on a ‘like for like’ basis, planning permission may be required.
The SCSI recommends that the homeowner and their project team
should ensure that any repair or rebuild design and construction

Approximate house

House description

comply with the original planning grant, and all associated mandatory

size in sq.m

requirements.

88

2 bed terrace estate house

98

3 bed semi-detached estate house

Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2014

113

4 bed semi-detached estate house

The Building Control Regulations set out the system of administrative

113

4 bed detached estate house

controls to support compliance with the Building Regulations. With

180

4 bed single rural bungalow

regard to domestic buildings, the following are required:

195

4 bed single rural dormer

n the appointment of a Design Certiﬁer and Assigned Certiﬁer;

210

4 bed single rural 2 storey

n the submission of a Commencement Notice;

270

5 bed single rural 2 storey

n a Fire Safety Certiﬁcate (where appropriate, such as in apartment
complexes); and,
n a Certiﬁcate of Compliance on Completion by a Registered Building
Surveyor, Registered Architect, or Chartered Engineer.
There is a facility to ‘opt out’ of the Building Control Regulations (S.I.

Estate houses – Type 1 to 4

365) to obtain statutory certiﬁcates of compliance signed by a

Houses within this category are typically speculatively built homes

registered construction professional in relation to a new single

located in suburban low-rise developments. The houses generally have

dwelling, on a single unit development, or of a domestic extension.

front and rear gardens, and are often constructed using concrete block

However, best practice is to apply the Building Control (Amendment)

with a partial brick elevation. Allowances within the average rebuilding

Regulations 2014 for applicable building works such as rebuilding

rates are made for one ﬂue-lined chimney stack in each house type.

homes.
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Remediation Option 1 (Demolition and rebuild)

Our assessment of construction costs has been made on the

Regulations (Amendment) Regulations 2007.

presumption that the homeowner engages a Design and Assigned

In the intervening years between 2007 and 2022, Building Regulations

Certiﬁer under the Building Control (Amendment) Regulations 2014,

have been updated.

and therefore has chosen not to opt out.

Building regulations apply to the design and construction of most
classes of building (including a dwelling) or an extension to an existing

Construction products legislation

building. The minimum performance requirements that a building, or

Since July 1, 2013, the Construction Products Regulation requires any

works, must achieve are set out in the Second Schedule to the Building

construction product placed on the market that is covered by a

Regulations. These requirements are set out in 12 parts (classiﬁed as

harmonised EU standard to be accompanied by a Declaration of

Parts A to M). Technical Guidance Documents (TGDs) are published to

Performance and to have the CE marking afﬁxed. There is a suite of

accompany each part indicating how the requirements of that part can

harmonised standards covering most construction products including

be achieved in practice. Adherence to the approach outlined in a

aggregates, concrete blocks, etc.

Technical Guidance Document is regarded, prima facie, as evidence of

In addition, the Construction Products Regulation has introduced a

compliance with the requirements of the relevant part of the Building

‘chain of custody’ approach for construction products being placed on

Regulations. Alternative solutions may also achieve the requirements

the market, which will result in greater legal responsibility for

of the Building Regulations. The Building Regulations may be supported

compliance not only on manufacturers but also with agents, importers

by supplementary guidance, including relevant standards and

and distributors (i.e., retailers) who must, among other things, take

Agrément certiﬁcates (where appropriate).

appropriate steps to ensure that these requirements have been fulﬁlled

The panel below shows a list of the updated versions of the Technical

by the manufacturer.

Guidance Documents (TGDs) in the period between 2007 and 2022.

The SCSI reiterates that the project team managing the rebuilding

The key changes between 2007 and 2022 relate to additional ﬁre

works is required to ensure that Declarations of Performance are

safety regulations, energy efﬁciency requirements, and compliance

obtained as required, and products are physically checked for CE

with increased water connection speciﬁcations. These are summarised

markings.

as follows:
n TGD A (Structure) was updated in 2012 to include allowance for

Summary of the key changes in Building Regulations since 2007

the Eurocodes. Other updates in TGD A include a new procedure

The Defective Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme, as announced in

for determining building heights, new guidance on ﬁxings and

November 2021, permits the repair/rebuilding of homes to

disproportionate building collapse.

speciﬁcation in compliance with building regulations and standards in

n TGD B (Fire Safety) has been updated in 2017 and 2020 to allow

place prior to the introduction of S.I. No. 854/2007 – Building

for separating the guidance into domestic and non-domestic, and

Technical Guidance Document

6

Subject

Updated version between 2007 and 2022

A

Structure

2012

B

Fire Safety

2017 (Volume 2 Dwelling Houses), 2020

C

Site Preparation and Resistance to Moisture

2020

D

Materials and Workmanship

2010, 2013

E

Sound

2014

F

Ventilation

2009, 2019

G

Hygiene

2008

H

Drainage and Waste Disposal

2010, 2016

J

Heat Producing Appliances

2014

K

Stairways, Ladders, Ramps and Guards

2014

L

Conservation of Fuel and Energy

2011, 2017, 2019, 2021

M

Access and Use

2010
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Remediation Option 1 (Demolition and rebuild)

providing additional guidance on best practice in ﬁre safety for

Therefore, while outside the pricing brief prepared for this report, it

apartments.

would be best practice to apply the relevant building standards,

n TGD C (Site Preparation and Resistance to Moisture) was updated

particularly for the conservation of fuel and energy that would reduce

in 2020 to provide revised guidance on hardcore and ground ﬂoor

energy use and improve the quality of a home. In doing so,

construction.

homeowners should consider at an early stage items such as passive

n TGD D (Materials and Workmanship) has been updated in 2010

design measures (e.g., the use of energy-efﬁcient materials and

and 2013 to include allowance for Construction Products

encouraging behaviour that focuses on energy conservation) and active

Regulation and revised guidance on glazing.

measures (e.g., use of renewable energy sources and technologies like

n TGD E (Sound) was updated in 2014 to provide revised guidance

solar and wind). The SCSI understands that Government is proposing
that successful applicants to the Defective Concrete Blocks Scheme

in several areas.
n TGD F (Ventilation) was updated in 2009 and 2019 to provide

can apply for the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI) retroﬁt
grant scheme, and that speciﬁc guidance is expected. These works

revised guidance in several areas.
n TGD G (Hygiene) was updated in 2008, the key changes were the

should be overseen by appropriately qualiﬁed professionals.

requirement for dual ﬂush toilets, and improved guidance to
protect cold water supply systems against freezing.

The Building Contract

n TGD H (Drainage and Waste Disposal) was updated in 2010 and

The rebuilding costs within this report are based on a building

2016. The document placed improved performance speciﬁcations

contractor appointed as the ‘competent builder’. The rates are based

on drainage and waste disposal methods, to ensure that property

on a rebuilding brief whereby a competitive tender bid is awarded to

waste is properly managed, recovered or disposed of without

a competent building contractor, under the administration of a

endangering human health and without using processes or

competent professional on the relevant Statutory Registers such as

methods that could harm the environment.

Building Surveyor, Quantity Surveyor, Architect, or Engineer.

n TGD J (Heat Producing Appliances) was updated in 2014 to provide
revised guidance in several areas.

While the average rebuilding costs are based on pre-2008 Building
Regulations, the overall costs for rebuilding include for Building

n TGD K (Stairways, Ladders, Ramps and Guards) was updated in
2014 to provide revised guidance in several areas.

Control Regulations introduced in 2014. Professional fees associated
with Building Control Regulations (i.e., where an Assigned Certifyer

n TGD L (Conservation of Fuel and Energy) has been updated several
times between 2007 and 2022. The overriding objective of Part L

inspects the construction work) are included in the average rebuilding
costs.

of the Building Regulations is to make homes more energy efﬁcient
and reduce overall reliance on fossil fuels. It is best practice to

Foundations

achieve current energy efﬁciency standards, which play a pivotal

House foundations can include raft, strip or pile foundations and

role in reaching carbon neutral targets by 2050 as part of the

should be designed and speciﬁed to cater for varying ground conditions

European Union Energy Efﬁciency Directive. The improvements to

and load-bearing quality of sites. Traditional strip foundations are

energy performance standards means that houses being built in

typical in most house construction and are generally the most cost-

2022 have higher insulation values, higher airtightness standards

effective form of foundation. However, some sites require other

to prevent air leakage from buildings, and heat generation sources

foundation designs such as raft or pile foundations, which can be

replace carbon-producing oil/gas boilers to renewable sources of

substantially more expensive to construct.

heat generation such as air to water heat pumps and photovoltaic

The SCSI is requested to provide an average rebuilding rate of a variety

panels.

of homes, excluding foundations, and therefore, the SCSI has not

n TGD M (Access and Use) was updated in 2010, reﬂecting an overall

costed for this in the average rebuilding ﬁgures.

aim to foster a more inclusive approach to the design and
construction of the built environment to facilitate the needs of all

Average rebuilding rates

people regardless of age, size or disability. This includes approaches

The report provides average rebuilding rates, including demolition

to a dwelling, widths of internal doors, entrances, sanitary facilities,

costs, based on the pricing brief as shown within Table 2: SCSI

etc.

Construction Cost Pricing Brief.

SCSI REPORT ON CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR THE DEFECTIVE CONCRETE BLOCKS GRANT SCHEME
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CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Remediation Option 1 (Demolition and rebuild)

Table 2: SCSI Construction Cost Pricing Brief.
Demolition

4 Full demolition, cartaway and
disposal costs, retaining existing
foundations in situ.

Substructure

4 Blockwork from top of foundation
to the damp-proof course (DPC) at
ground ﬂoor level. For clarity,
blockwork of 900mm in height is
costed (from top of foundation to
DPC).

Superstructure 4 Concrete block external walls of
300mm wide. Walls constructed
with two 100mm concrete block
leafs, with 100mm cavity.
4 100mm internal concrete block
walls at ground ﬂoor level.

4 150 mm concrete ﬂoor slab,
reinforced with A142 mesh steel
supported by 200mm hardcore
SR21 and 50mm sand blinding.

4 Includes 100mm polyisocyanurate
(PIR) insulation, radon barrier, with
75mm sand: cement screed.

4 Brickwork included for partial
elevations of estate-type homes
only.
4 80mm polyisocyanurate partial
external wall insulation.

4 House ventilation with nonhumidity wall vents in all habitable
rooms.
4 Inclusion for construction of
chimneys, with varying number of
chimneys proportionate to house
size included within the pricing
schedule.

First ﬂoor
and roof

4 Timber roof construction with ﬁbre
cement slate.
4 Stud partitioning on ﬁrst ﬂoor
including sound insulation and
plasterboard skimmed.

4 Timber ﬂoor joists for intermediate
ﬂoor construction, ﬂoored with
18mm Oriented Strand Board (OSB)
throughout.

4 Quilt insulation at ceiling level to
achieve U-value of 0.16W/m2K.
4 Polyisocyanurate insulation at rafter
level for dormer-type house.

Completions
and ﬁnishes

4 PVC double glazed windows and
external doors including rooﬂights in
attic (where applicable).
4 Softwood internal doors including
ironmongery and skirting
throughout.
4 Render ﬁnish including painting,
where applicable.
4 Tiling – splashback tiling in kitchen,

etc., waterprooﬁng of wet areas to
bathrooms with ﬂoor and wall tiling to
selected locations. .
4 Timber stairs c 1000mm wide,
including balustrade and handrails.
4 Plaster cornice to hall, main
reception rooms.
4 Allowance for kitchen units and
extractor fan included, excluding

appliances.
4 Allowance for ﬁreplace(s).
4 Built-in wardrobes.
4 Hot and cold water installations,
plumbed for oil boiler and radiators.
4 Standard electrical installations.
4 Sanitary ﬁttings such as water
closets, vanity units, bath, shower
units (trays and screens).

Drainage and
siteworks

4 Replacing drainage within footprint
of relevant house and localised
connections to manhole/access
4 Management, supervision, waste
disposal, insurance, health and
safety, ofﬁce overheads, and VAT on
building works.

junction.
4 Concrete footpath around perimeter
of house.
4 Disconnection and reconnection of
utilities.
4 Professional fees such as building
surveyor, architect, engineer, and
quantity surveyor, including VAT.

4 Making good to driveways,
reseeding, etc.

4 Planning consent fees.
4 Engineer professional fees for
eligibility onto the Defective
Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme as
announced in November 2021.
4 Fees relating to the Certiﬁcate of
Remediation required by the
Defective Concrete Blocks Grant

Scheme following completion of the
remedial works, signed by the
contractor and a competent
engineer.
4 New foundations.
4 A-rated/nZEB standards.
4 Contents such as carpets, curtains,
loose furniture, domestic appliances

or removal/storage of same.
4 Septic tank/secondary treatment
wastewater system.
4 Salvage of materials.
4 Boundary walls/fences.
4 Outbuildings and other unattached
buildings (e.g., garage).

Preliminaries,
other fees

Cost
exclusions

8
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4 Fees for certiﬁcation under the
Building Control (Amendment)
Regulations 2014.

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
Remediation Option 1 (Demolition and rebuild)

Table 3: Average rebuilding costs – priced at 2022 material and labour rates, with pre-2008 Building Regulations.
Please refer to Table 2 for a list of pricing assumptions and exclusions, i.e., includes demolition costs,
excludes foundations, priced to pre-2008 Building Regulations.

Approximate
house size in
square metres
Estimate
rebuild
cost

4 bed single 5+ bed single
rural 2 storey rural 2 storey

4 bed semidetached
estate house
(113sqm)

4 bed
detached
estate house
(113sqm)

4 bed single
rural
bungalow
(180sqm)

4 bed single
rural dormer

(88sqm)

3 bed semidetached
estate house
(98sqm)

(195sqm)

(210sqm)

(270sqm)

€149,688

€165,620

€193,456

€200,688

€317,880

€308,685

€339,150

€421,470

€1,701

€1,690

€1,712

€1,776

€1,766

€1,583

€1,615

€1,561

€158

€157

€159

€165

€164

€147

€150

€145

2 bed terrace
estate house

February 2022

Average
rebuild costs
per square
metre
Average
rebuild costs
per square foot

SCSI REPORT ON CONSTRUCTION COSTS FOR THE DEFECTIVE CONCRETE BLOCKS GRANT SCHEME
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COSTING METHODOLOGY FOR REMEDIATION
Options 2 – 5 (Partial demolition and rebuild)

The SCSI notes that commentary on the
appropriateness of remediation options 2 to 5 vis a
vis remediation option 1 is outside of the scope of
this Report. The SCSI is requested to provide a
costing methodology for the partial demolition and
rebuild under remediation options 2 to 5.
The following key cost components of remediation works must be

The construction cost of options 2-5 will therefore be site speciﬁc.

considered as part of costing methodology for remediation options 2

Estimates based on gross ﬂoor area are unlikely to be appropriate. A

to 5:

site-speciﬁc cost exercise will have to be undertaken for the speciﬁc
element/area to be replaced incorporating the additional ancillary

n Desktop review by a competent professional of the historic

items affected from the foregoing non-exhaustive list.

report(s) relating to the scale of the issue in the house under
consideration, including testing.
n Full inspection by a competent professional outlining the schedule
of works necessary to remediate the house.
n Risk allowance for any unforeseen additional works discovered
during remediation.

It is a matter for Government as to how such a site-speciﬁc
remediation scheme could be established. The IS:465 Register of
Chartered Engineers for determining whether a building has been
damaged by concrete blocks containing certain excessive amounts of
deleterious materials may provide a blueprint for the establishment

n Temporary accommodation; due to the nature and disruption

of a panel of appropriately qualiﬁed professionals. The panel could

associated with a partial demolition incorporating temporary

assist homeowners with devising a suitable works plan for those

support and rebuilding of structures, phased work to permit

identiﬁed as requiring remediation options 2-5 as per the engineer’s

occupiers to remain in situ during construction work is unlikely to

assessment (Chartered Building Surveyors, Structural Engineers) and

be a feasible option in most circumstances.

subsequently costed (Chartered Quantity Surveyors). If a sample

n Ancillary temporary works, e.g., propping of intermediate ﬂoors,
ceilings, joists, etc.

Structural Engineering report can be provided for each of the 4
rebuild/remediation options 2-5 in the North West, the SCSI is willing

n Phased demolition of affected walls.

to provide indicative costings for options 2-5 to assist in the

n Removal of construction waste.

establishment of such a panel.

n Removal and storage of salvage for future reinstatement.
n Removal and storage of furniture, etc.
n Replacement of walls, replastering and redecoration.
n Reinstatement of salvaged items such as sanitary appliances.
n Rewiring of certain affected areas, back to the consumer unit.
n Reinstatement of mechanical and electrical appliances and
associated wiring/pipework.
n Repair of internal elements to restore to pre-building works state.
n Contractor preliminaries.
n Professional fees, including for snagging, ﬁnal inspection and signoff.

10
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SALVAGE OF MATERIALS

Reuse of house components (salvage)
Reuse of existing house components was not included in the average

Annual review

rebuild cost calculations in Table 3; however, the economic and
environmental beneﬁts are worth considering. Based on qualitative

Remediation Option 1

feedback in the preparation of this Report, it is clear that considerations
for viability may differ from component to component and home to

The SCSI commits to undertake an annual review of the

home.

construction costs contained in this Report and to provide an

The SCSI understands that reuse of components (salvage) is promoted

updated table of average rebuilding costs (Table 3) as required.

by the Defective Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme, as this practice assists
sustainability and the circular economy. The SCSI anticipates that the

The SCSI produces a number of construction cost reports

applicable components may include the following:

annually; however, as this is a separate, stand-alone report

n kitchen cabinets;

produced within the speciﬁc parameters of the Defective

n external doors and windows;

Concrete Blocks Grant Scheme, comparisons should not be

n internal doors;

drawn between the ﬁgures in this Report and other

n radiators;

construction cost reports produced by the SCSI (e.g., the

n boiler;

Tender Price Index, which tracks the level of construction price

n water storage tank;

inﬂation nationally on commercial projects, or the SCSI Guide

n sanitary appliances/bathroom furniture;

to House Rebuilding Costs for Insurance Purposes).

n joinery and ironmongery; and,
n staircases.

The SCSI considers that for a competent professional to determine
whether salvage is viable, based on a cost vs beneﬁt analysis, several
safety, economic and environmental factors need to be considered,
including:
n damage of the component caused by the defective concrete
blocks;
n damage to the component caused by removal;
n costs associated with proper storage;
n costs associated with re-installation; and,
n environmental impact of reuse vs recycling of materials.
In a wider context there could be an opportunity to promote the
widespread reuse of building components (not impacted by defective
concrete materials) to promote the circularity of materials in the
building sector. Unfortunately, the reuse of building components is not
yet a mainstream practice in Ireland or other jurisdictions generally.
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